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. BEFOIIK Sir Isaac Xe\vton revolutioniscq Piiysical Science 
there was no tidal theory worthy of the name. Then, in a corn- 
paratively fe\v years, we had two, the equilibrium and the dyna- 
micnl theories. The former 'was originally, is .  its name implies, 
\vliolly statical, hut it was leavened with dynamics before being 
displaced by the theory of I ~ p l n c e ,  wliich, of course, was 

Dcalini first for tlie sake of simplicity i v i t h  the lunar tides 
'oniy,'.the apices of the cones are, by the equilibrium theory. at 
the extremities of that dianieter of the earth yliicli is.directed to 
the ,moon'; .ivhiIst tlie dpnaniicnl ' theory, places them on an 
equatorial. diameter i t  right angles to tlii.s, or in quadrature. 
A nioment's' reflection ivil l  sliqw that in the first case they wi l l  
move h o r t h ' i d  south as tlie'iiioon ch'angcs her declination, and 
that in the second they :must travel round . the equator 
wheth'erthe nioon ' is over it or tlie,?8,th parallcl of latitodc. 

.'The equilibri&; theor). was finally a!,andoned ~bccause in 
Great Britain h d  Xorthern Europe the moon is often in  or near 
the horizon, instead of on the. meridian, when it is high ivater, 
m d  it was ass1inii.d that surface current \\'as the only .means 
of producing equilibrium, yhich tlie actual rates of revolution 
and rotation nude  iriipossible..of attainnient,' ' In t!ie transition 
stage it was altered to agree better with tides round our coasts; 
rotation'got inispd up with revolution and currgnl with. wave 
motion. I ;  Now,-,. rot'ation,:as. I will. presently. show, has a very 
difkrent effect frohi that of 'retolution, and current hears only a 
superficial rewnblaiice: to wave motion. . I n  current the niovc- 
ment of the particles ii appiosimntely horizontal, whilst in wave 
motion i t  is principally, i f  not wholly, vertical.. : . . 

. a  ' Laplace continued 'to treat rotation,and rc\folution as if their 
effects were identical; .. He retained the currents as necessary to 
ttic formation of the' dynaniical wave,:and supposed that a m a l l  

:vertical riseientailed an enormous horizontal movement. .. If ,tile 
equilibriup 'theory did not agree' with t k ' t i d e s  of.the Channel, 
:t!le Idynamical. theory Iias., utterly, failed toiaccount .For the 

niainlg,. if not wholly, dynjitnical. . ... ; i t  i . . 
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THEORY OF THE TIDES. '338 

nuniberless tides observed in all parts of the globe since L a p  
lace's day, even in the open ocean, where conditions are most 
like those of the ideal world that he assumed, and the predictions 
of a sound theory should be verified by approximation to ac- 
tuality. 

The admitted ,discrepancies between. theory and observa- 
tion, and the numerous anomalies, seem to suggest a recon-. 
sideration of the whole subject, which is equally interesting to 
the mathematician arid' the navigator. Following on the lines 
of my late colleague, RIoxly, I will now endeavour to show 
that on the ideal world of Laplace (one completely and uniformly 
covered with a deep coating of water) the tide-raising forces 
would produce no currents, which on our world are due to 
obstruction to the free passage of the tidal wave; that rotation 
raises no tide ; that all true tide is due to differences of pressure ; 
;and that the dynamical theory is untenable. 

A homogeneous .fluid sphere hanging alone in space 
.would attract all particles on its surface equally ,towards 3 s  
centre; i.e., all particles would be of equal weight. 

z. On such a sphere set rotating equably about an axis there 
would be formed a protuberant band or bulge in the equatorial 
regions and an area of depression or flatte,ning about the poles : 
the sphere would be .altered in shape and become an oblate 
spheroid. The, fluid .in the equatorial regions, having 'greater 
centrifugal force, would rise to form the protuberance, and that 
nearer the poles would be depressed till the effect of the'cou'nter- 
action of the gravity of the sphere by the greater centrifugal 
force o f .  the equatorial regions was compensated for ,by the 
weight of the., elevated water, and the pressure from surface'to 
centre again equal on all.sides. .The amount of depression and 
elevation would depend :Lipon the angular velocity,of rotation. 

, 3. . In the -deformation .of the -sphere no fluid would have 
flowed in a current fr0m.a region of depression to form..the 
protuberance. It would be a mistake to say that no fluid can 
rise in a protuberance !'unless it he come from the.region,of 

. . . 4:1:'.If the- sphere. were *composed of a .  perfect fluid,-:the 
depression and elevation would take place simultaneously. . * No 
time would be . .required .beyond that in which -difference o f  
-pressure existed; tliat .is to. say, no time would be 'required 
.beyorid that occupied by the fluid in rising through the . .  height 

Current 'motion requires time in which to convey fluid hori- 
zontally' from place-. to place,. but .preSsure i s  transmitted in a 
perfFt :fluid instantaneously, and depression of any :part of a 
sphere could only take. place simultaneously with the elevation 
in'.other regions. ' This may be illustrated by fi1ling:a. hollow 
elastic sphere with <.at&, when 'compression,' as' between' finger 

I .  

. .,:. , 

. .  I / .  ,depression, ' A  ,or "through .great distances." , .  . 

. . .  , .  .. ;, , ,! I  . . 
. .  

. .  . of the protuberance... .::' . ! '  . .  . 

c 1 .  . .  - 
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THEORY OF THE TIDES. I339 

and thumb, will be found to depress one part as another rises 
without creating any current. Tinie is not an  element in the 
c'alculation of the effect of pressure in a perfect fluid. Water 
is almost a perfect fluid, and what is true of a sphere composed 
of a perfect fluid is practically true of one composed of water. 
Pressure is transmitted in water practically instantaneously. 

The deformation of the sphere by rotation into a spheroid 
would be permanent as long as the rotation continued equable. 
As there would be no alternate rise and fall there would be 
nothing tidal in  the deformation, and so rotation has no tide- 
generating effect. 
- A rigid sphere covered with a coating of perfect fluid 
would have the fluid elevated in the equatorial regions by rota- 
tion and depressed towards the poles (provided that the coating 
were of sufficient depth to allow the depression to take place 
without denuding the poles of fluid) until the pressure towards 
the centre became equal on all sides, the amount of depression 
and elevation depending upon the velocity of rotation. 

No motion in theshape of current would be produced whilst 
such deformation was taking place, the depression and elevation 
occurring simultaneously. Again, the results if the coating 
were of water would be practically the Same as in the case of a 
perfect fluid, which I will henceforth assume water to be. 

If, whilst the spheroid is rotating equably about a fixed 
axis, we introduce another body at  right angles to the axis, 
mutual gravity will come into play and every particle in each 
body will attract every particle in the other body. The attrac- 
tion of the new body may be considered concentrated in i ts  
centre, and being greater on the nearer parts of the rotating 
spheroid than on the more remote parts will again disturb its 
equilibrium. The disturbance would, as before, be compensated 
by a rise of water on the side of the spheroid nearer the attract- 
ing  body and a depression on the side which was remotc. The 
-protuberance and depression would remain always in the same 
positions, the rotation of the deformed spheroid bringing the 
particles along each meridian line, in turn, through the pro- 
tuberance and depression once in each rotation. There would 
in that case be one tide esperienced on the rotating body in 
each rotalion, high water on any meridian occurring when it 
passed between the centres of the two bodies and low water when 
opposite that position on the other side of the rotating body. 
It is manifest that rotation would have had no influence in 
generating the tidal protuberance and depression. Its only 
effect is that of bringing each meridian in turn through the 
shape which the attraction of the new body. has caused the 
spheroid to assume. 

In the passage of each meridian in turn through the 
region of elevation and depression, no current motion would 

5 
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1240 THEORY OF THE TIDES. 

be created in tlie \\ater. Tile particles along each nieridian 
arc throughout the rotation being co~iti~iuany and riionicntarily 
placed in the sanie p s i r i u n s  (wit11 reslxct to the attraction of 
the new body) that were occupied tlic previous moment by tlic 
particles of the line immediately in  advance of them (in the 
rotation), a n d  that. iyil l  ncst monient he. occupied by those of 
the l ine immediately behind. 'l'tie particles of water are thus 
being each moment exposet]' to attraction differing infinite- 
simally from that which affectccl tlikni tIle moment before and 
from that which will d k c t  ilic~n thc I!hiient follo\ving., l'hey 
are each nionient occupying positions in wliicli the pressurc on 
them towards the centre of the spheroid (slightly deformed 
tliougli it be) is infinitesinially different from that of the prece- 
dent and succeeding iiionients, but difference of pressure does 
not create .cu'rrent in  a. perfect fluid, or water; and the only 
motion. will .be that of. ascent and descent :IS, the' particles 
momentaril~ replace others which \\-ere higlier 'or lower than 
thc? 7 were. 

9. -ro niake the iiiatter clearer,' since rotatiG'iias of itself 
no tide-gcnerating foik, let us suppose the fixed ,sphere to be 
deprived of rotation and '  the other :body introduced as before. 
1 hcn the attraction lipon the sphere will tend to counteract its 

gravity on the side 'nest the attracting body, and'\CiIl cqunteract 
i t  niost.at the poin t  of its surface between the centre of,'the taw 
bodies; and it..will have its gravity; or  the pull u p o n  its particles, 
towards its own. centre increased on the side reniotc froril .the 
attracting body and most increfised at the point opposite to that 
at which a grGvity is niost counteracted. Tlie difference of 
pressure will d u s e  the fluid (or water) t o  rise where the pressure 
is least and.to fall \vllere#it is greatest. Pressure is least ,on :the 
side nearer ,the attrricting body and tlie fluid will rise there. 
Pressure is grea!est o n  tli? remote side- and tlie ivater. will ;fall 
thcrc. , . , .  ' 2 .  , .  , . ., .. 

Tide is thus as'frii as we 1iavc:xen the result of differential 
pressure causcd by the varying effect of the disturbink body's 
attraction, and neither creates nor is created by current. :.: 
' 

1 0 .  \\'e'i\ill,now take anotlkr step \vhich will bring us nearer 
to the phenomena of Nature. \Ire have hitherto sought; and' I 
think found, the 'cxp1:ination of tide, but only of one tide in 
each rotation of :i body o r  planet. R u t  we know that on' our 
own planet there arc trio tides, not indeed 'esactly in each 
rotation of tlie earth, bu t  in a little more. than a rotation. 'The  
esistence of the secnnd tide- is' as far as we have, gone still a 
mystery. Jt is, however, capable of a very simple esplanation. 
Neither the earth nor the moon are fixed in space, but are both 
revolving about their conitnon centre of gravity. This-common 
ccntre of gravity (which we wil l  henceforth designate as the 
p i n t  G) is on tlie line joining t h e  centres of the earth and 
mwn,  and o\ving to the great \wight of the earth as compared 

* .  
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THEORY OF THE ‘TIDES. 1341 

with that of the nioon about 1,000 miles beneath the surface, 
and consequently only about 3,900 miles froni the centrc of our 
globe. The moon therefore revolves about’(; in an orbit of 
sunic 236,000 miles radius, while tlie earth’s centre revolves 
about G in the same period (a lunar month) in an orbit of some 

Sow, the earth and the moon ’are being always drawn 
1. rcther by thrir mutual attraction, but they do not approach 
one another. Because the wlocity of each in its orbit 
is suRicicnt and but just sufiicient to dcveloli precisely the 
: mnuiit of centrifugal force which counteracts the attraction 
and keeps them at the samc distance from one another. Centri- 
fugal force and attraction or centripetal force then . .  exadtly 
balance one another, i .e.,  they are exactly equal. 

I\-liilst the practical immutability of the moon’s distanre 
t h roug hou t. . coil n t I css . ,ccn t 11 r,ies co ncl usi vcl y proves t h ei r 
equality, the different nature of these forces makes it perfectly 
clear that the equality.only holds good for sonic particle near 
ihe earth’s ccntre and a11 other parliclcs having t h i s  same 
distancc from the moon. The centrifugal force of revolution 
is the same for ercry particle in :he earth, and if the attraction 
of the nioon was also the same at each point, the two forces 
w ~ u l d  be accurately balanced everywhere nna there would be 
no tides. But attraction’or centripetal force varies inwxsely as 
the square of tlie mmn’s distance, and is consequently greater 
on the side nest the n i m n  and less on the side remote froni the 
moon than at ‘the earth’s centre, and greatest and least at the 
nearest and furthest points on the surface. Thus, whilst the 
two forces nie-equally balanced on the whole and on the average, 
there is an escess or overbdance of attraction on the side nest 
the nimn and an overbalance of centrifugal force on the remote 
side. . These “ overbalances ” are tlic title-generating forces. 
The first raises a cone of water under the moon to form the 
lunar,tide; tlic latter another cone diametrically on tlic. opposite 
side of the earth to form the anti-lunar tide. Thus the effect 
of orbital revolution is to reduce the volume of ii-lint would he 
;I very large single tide (already considcrcd in 7 and 8) by 
forming a similar tide o n  the opposite side of the earth. lThe 

. tidal protuberances are conical because tlic overbalances increase 
froni zero at the earth’s centre to a masimum at tlie points under 
and opposite to the moon. 

Rotation, as in the case of tlie sirigle tide, has nothing to 
do with forming the overbalances, as the force generated by 
i t  is centrifugal only from the earth’s asis, and is directed 
equally towards and froin the moon, and consequently can 
neither increase nor diminish either of the forces of orbital 
r evol 11 t ion 

\\Thilst rotation has t hus  no power to mcldify i n  the slightest 
ckgree tlie amount of rise and fall of the surface of the ocean, 

3,000 miles radius. ! I  , 

\Wiy ? 
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1342 THEORY OF THE TIDES. 

it plays a most important part in regulating the intervals 
between high and low waters, or the frequency with which tides 
recur, as this depends upon the ratio between the periods of 
revolution and rotation, and the more nearly they coincide the 
fewer tides will be produced. 

If the moon revolved in the same period as the earth 
requires for a complete turn on its axis, the tidal cones would 
exist, but (neglecting the effect of declination and supposing 
the moon to be always over the equator) their positions would 
be fixtures and as little noticeable as our equatorial bulge. The  
moon would remain over the same spot on the earth, and there 
would be permanent high water under and opposite to  her and 
continuous low water half way between these places. There 
would be no rise and fall. If we double this period of revolu- 
tion by assuming it to be 48 hours, rotation will cause every 
meridian to pass through the cones once in this interval and 
two tides would result (one lunar and one anti-lunar). If we 
increase the period to 2 0  days the earth will rotate under the 
moon 19 times and we would have $3 tides, The moon actually 
revolves in about 129i days, and the earth then rotating under 
her 284 times, we have 57 tides in a lunation. 

This statement of the case, based on the laws of motion, 
gravity and hydrostatics, and upon self-evident truths, is, I 
believe, incontrovertible, and proves the first .three of my con- 
tentions for the ideal world; but if we want any further con- 
firmation of tide being due to pressure and not to current, we 
have only to apply to the barometer. I t  is admitted that a rise 
of I inch of mercury produces a depression of 2 0  inches in the 
surface of the sea, so that a rise of a little over 2 inches would 
neutralise the elevation of the tidal cone and keep the surface 
at mean level. 

The  theory which I have been leading u p  to and have now 
briefl described, in which current motion is as unnecessary 
as I Llieve it to be impossible and inconceivable, is the equili- 
brium theory, as we interpret it for the ideal world. 

The  world upon which we live differs from the ideal world, 
in that the Ocean is not uniformly deep (in places it is com- 
paratively quite shallow), and that a large fraction of its surface 
is dry land, especially in the northern hemisphere, whilst even 
in the southern half the Continent of America stretches right 
across their path beyond the limits of the tidal cones when the 
moon is over the equator. Australasia is within 500 miles of 
the circle of mean level, and the south point of Africa between 

1The moon makes the circuit of the heavens in 27.32 days. As the 
earth in this interval has advanced some 26.9O in its orbit, the moon 
requires another 2.21 days to overtake it and complete the lunar month or 
synodical period of 29: days. 
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THEORY OF THE TIDES. 1343 

the two is only 1,10q miles from it .  Besides these visible 
obstructions to the passage of the tidal wave it is a well-estab- 
lished fact that shallow water retards more or less according 
to depth and the steepness of the shelving bottom, the progress 
of all waves however produced, 

Notwithstanding these obstacles and checks, I think-we are 
justified in assuming that the tides on our globe will obey the 
laws established for those of the ideal world as nearly as the 
impediments to the passage of the wave form will permit. The 
only portion of the surface of the earth fairly free from inter- 
ruption and retardation, and so approximating to the conditions 
of the ideal world, is the great southern ocean, where, at the 
few stations that tides have been observed, they confirm the 
theory we have advanced. Thus, at  the southern extremity 
of New Zealand the tide is under the moon, although such is 
not the case at any other point on the coast, owing to retarda- 
tion caused by the shalfowing sea-floor and obstructing land; 
At Kerguelen Island it again arrives with the moon. On the 
co-tidal chart compiled by Sir George Airy and published in the 
Encyclopedia Aietropolitana, the tide is under the moon in this 
same ocean as far north as the 4jth parallel of south latitude, 
and it, or a very similar chart, is reproduced in the Encyclopedia 
B~itantzicu. A further very practical proof of our theory is that, 
assuming the principles I have enunciated as correct, we fiave 
been able to explain large numbers of tides hitherto called 
anomalous and admittedly incapable of interpretation by the 
orthodox theory. No tidal currents have ever been observed 
in the open Ocean, and all those nearer the shore are caused 
by opposition to the free action of the tidal waves. When 
obstructing land raises the surface of the sea above that of 
adjacent water, a current is naturally set up to restore the level. 

The tide-generating force can be resolved into rectangular 
components, one normal or perpendicular to the earth’s surface, 
and the other acting tangentially. Under the moon there is no  
tangential component, the whole force acting with its greatest 
intensity normally and outwa~ds.  From this position the 
normal component decreases till it becomes zero at a point where 
the whole force acts tangentially with three-quarters the in- 
tensity it had under the moon. Beyond this point the normal 
component reappears, but acting inwards till in quadrature,where 
the tangential component again vanishes, it assists the earth’s 
gravity with exactly half the intensity that i t  had under the 
moon. Thus the normal component in conjunction is elevating 
the surface and in quadrature creating a depression. From the 
point of its greatest intensity, the middle of the quadrant, the 
tangential coniponent decreases gradually both towards conjunc- 
tion and quadrature, at  which points, as already stated, i t  is 
zero. Whilst the effect of the tangential component is not.at 
first sight so obvious, it is the most effective tide-raiser of the 
two, as I will now show. 
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IS44 TIiEORY OF THE TIDES; 

If in the diagrani the circle represents a section of the earth 
with T as  its centre a n d ' s  the moon (n-hich is in reality 60 times 
P T distant), the semi-circle A P i3 may be taken to represent 
one line out of the infinite number of lines of surface particles 
from every point of the compass that \\-odd lie under the hori- 
zontal pull of the tangential component towards the central 
point P of the superficial coating of water. .'Then the tangential 
coinpoilent of ticlal force is drawing every particle (as S )  along 
the part of the circle Iietwcn A and P towards the latter point: 
i t  is also drawing every particle (as Y) lxtwecn 13 and I? towards 
the same point and the \\.hole coating of water is coniposed of 
an  infinite number of such fincs of particles lying one upon 
another from the surface lo the hottorn of the ocean. Every 
particle in A P and every particle in the infinite nuniber of'lines 
under A P is being drawn with esactly the same force towards 

R 

P as the similarly placed particle in U P, or one of the lines 
under it is being drawn towards P. \\'hat is,true for these two 
lines of particles holds good for lines in each layer fronl every 
point of the horizon. J 

AS then at P ev,ery line oi-particles is met by a similar line 
of particles,'a perfect block is established at P, and no line of 
particles can niake any progress , in the direction in which it  is 
being drawn. Thc pull on every particle in each layer being 
exactly lialanccd liy n similar pull on the corresponding particle 
on the opposite sidc of 'P ,  no current can result, but only qn 
accumulation of pressure, which is accentuated by the conver- 
gence of the 1inr.s. There is at  P the integration .of all' the 
prcssurcs on particles in every line and every layer towards P. 
Irnder this integrated pressure the water will rise till t h e  weight 
of elevated water halances the pressure. This integration of 
pressure through what is called n "fictitious horizontal depth" 
is very much grcatcr than the xcuinulated normal attraction 
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THEORY::OI~ THE 'TIIZS. I345 

through-.the mieik' depth of water; but both' components of. the 
tide-generating: fbrci work together 'to produce hydrostatic 
equilibrium, principdly," if not \vholly,. by vertical movement 
of the particles of w t e r  and:without creating any ciirrent. 

I I .  . I '  believe that the .'theory \ y e .  have evolved ' is very 
similar to Xet\.ton's'*diriginai 'conception. A t  \!hatever stage, 
lio~vever,. he' coriclurlecj that .current was the.' only means of 
producing 3equilibriilni, lie must have goi the idea, f r h  watch- 
i n g  the tides round o u r  coasts,'and wtien, in his endeavour to 
f i t  his tlicory to tlieni, he pni ied !he iSth and 19th corollaries 
.of Prop. GG, Book, I., of the Przi ic ipia,  he;. inadycrtently . es- 
'changed revolution for rotation, and their cffects, as I have 
shown, ace totally different. Laplace introduced 1,oth these 
oversights into his. dynamical theory, which has covered the 
face of the globe with anonialies that no espert has ever been 
able to esplain or reconcile wi th  the principles he laid down. 
By the dynamical theory the tidal nave, being unable to keep 
pace with the moon as a free wave, dropped back to quadrature, 
in which 'position tlie tangential component drags it round wi th  
the velocity it was incapable of under the moon. Rut, as I  hat^ 
already stated, there is 110 tatigeutinl component in quadrature, 
and the normal component is depressing the surface. l'hc 
motion of the tidal wave is compared to that of a pendulum 
\\.hidl oscillates to and fro, u-liereas the wave travels continually 
i n  the same direction. The principle of forced vibrations is used 
to explain the so-called inversion of the wave which would only 
he semi-inverted in  quadrature. IVe contend that there is no 
analogy bchvccn the motion of the tide wave and that of :I 
pendulum, and tlint the only oscillations of the tide are the 
vertical rise and fall of the water and the sn-ing of the cones 
across tlie equator. 

Sir George Airy, in describing the dynamical theory, says 
that z small vertical rise entails an enormous horizontal movc- 
mcnt (something like 1,000 times the rise), but this is easily 
disproved by csperiment. 7'al;e a long horizontal tirbe of 
uniform bore with vertical ends. Nearly fill it  with water, 
so that the fluid stands several feet high in the upright portions. 
If now we depress the surface in one end of the tube by means 
of a' tight-fitting'piston, .there will 'be a correspondink rise in tlie 
opposite cnd. . I t '  is obvious that 'every particle',of ivater"\+ill 
havc.nioved through the same 'distance, whether it be in tlir 
upright or horizontal fiortion of ' thc tube. IVe ma\;' increase 
the length of the,tube as we please to one-quarter, or even .half- 
.way round the world, and the result  ill be tile same. So far 
from the horizontal movement tieing a IargL: multiple of .  the 
vertical rise, i t  will not esceed i t  hy the minutest fraction. , 

. The dynamical theory necessitates currents. from every 
point of the horizon. Those from cast and vest must change 
about cwry .is Iiours, and the meridional ones would he deflected 
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3346 THEORY OF THE TIDES. 

by rotation, creating vortices. Now it  is quite true that there 
are currents in the ocean, but with one or two trifling exceptions 
they are variable in strength, direction and duration, and are 
the most uncertain clement the navigator has to deal with. The 
tidal currents and vortices of the dynamical theory have never 
yet been esperienced by any of the hundreds of thousands of 
deep sea navigators traversing the seas since the days of 
Columbus and Magellan. If they esisted, they would render 
the Ocean unnavigable, or at least make navigation a much more 
uncertain art than it is. 

Laplace concluded that in an ocean of equable depth, there 
would b e  n,o diurnal inequality, which &Id 

P 

in any casy 

according to  his theory, decrease to evanescence as we attain 
high latitudes. Now diurnal inequality is simply the difference 
between two semi-diurnal tides, or the heights of two successive 
high waters, and whilst the anomalous tides of Northern Europe 
seemed to. support the great French astronomer’s view and 
perhaps suggested it to him, the numerous tides observed since 
in all parts of the world emphatically contradict it. In the 
Pacific Ocean the depth is more uniform than elsewhere on 
the earth, and yet diurnal inequality is almost universd. On 
the coast of Siberia and British Columbia, where by dynnmical 
principles it ought to be disappearing, it is so great that there 
is but one high and one low water in the lunar day. But if the 
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THEORY OF +THE TIDES. 'I347 

cones were -where tlie d y n a m i m r y  places thcm there could 
be no dizirnd ddifference,"'and, the tidal .experts have' always to 
'use 'an equilibrium diagram', to esplain it, as I will now 
denionstrate: . ' 

In the diagram P a n i  P' ,represent. the poles of the earth 
and. the ,line. joinink Ithem the asis of rotation; E Q is the 
equator.' W i e n  the nimn is over the equator she will be in 'the 
direction' Q E 'produced. Then tiy the equilibrium theory the 
cones will be at E and &, kliilst the dynaniiwl theory places 
.them' over and under 0. In neither case would there be any 
diurnal inequality. But suppose the moon to be in the'direction 
H hl with estremc northern declination. Dealing- first with the 
equilibrium theory, the cones following the moon would be a t  
I-I and 14'. Then. L IV .will represent the centre of a band 
(70" wpide) of depressed water running round the earth midway 
between the cones. As  the earth rotates on , P P' a place 
situated on the parallel of latitude H V \+ill when at 11 be in 
the apex of the tide and have the highest water possible. As 
i t  is carried by rotation eastwards it will, a t  B after a long ebb, 
be in absolutely lowest water. Then a short flood will produce 
another high water at V, but not nearly so high as at H. The 
cone estends for 55" each side of H and H' and V is j8" from 
H! and so Gctually be on'd the circle of mem level indicated 

carried by rotation again to lowest water ,as it crosses the con- 
tinuation of L W (behind the diagram), and at the expiration 
of a lunar day back to highest water at H. If our place was on 
the ideal world and marked by a'graduated tide pole, it is clear 
that a large diurnal inequality would be indicated. As far as 
obstructions permit, the same result would be roduced on our 

is at R it <<Till have highest water possible on thiit. parallel. 
R is  32' from ,H, or more than half-way towards the circle of 
mean level. In half a lunar day the place will be carried to TV, 
where. i t  will' be in absolutely lowest water, and in another. 12 
hours25 minutes it ?ill be back a t  R in high water. There'will 
have been only one high and one low water in the lunar day. 
Thus whilst at the equator there would be no diurnal inequality 
(becqusc 9 is the same distafrce' from H' as I< from H),. in 
latitude 29 , p d e r  the moon it ,will be very considerable and on 
the pnrallel.,'yhich is the sime distance from the pole as the 
moon fro'm' the'equator, it will be so potent as to reduce the two 
tides to.one. It must be evident, too, that there will be a' con- 

.siderable range pf latitude adjacent to the single-day parallel 
over which there, iAl  practically be onlj.one. high and one low 
water in the lunar day. 

The same, $reasoning holds good for the corresponding 
parallels on the other side of the equator, except that, as I .have 
shown elsewhere, diurnal inequality is never so fireat on the 
side of the anti-lunar tide. 

by the dotted line. I! rom below mean level at V it will be 

globe. , . Noiv let u s  take a place on the parallel K W. -When it  

r .  f i .  ,,.. 
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1348 THEORY OF +THE TIDES. 

Now, these theoretical tides correspond in eyery particular 
with the singleday tides of the .Pacific, escept that these latter 
are not under the moon, but that is entir;ely due to the retarda- 
tion we might espect from their surroundings. The tidal 
spheroid is there distorted by land, and each tide is that yliich 
if its progress had been unobstructed would have arrived earlier 
'and with the moon. I predict with confidence that similar tides 
will be found i inde7 the w Y o n  at all the jslqnds in high soutiiern 
latitudes which have an unobstructed approncli for the tidal 
wave, such as t h e  South Orkncys in GI' S., the South Shetlands 
in 62O S., Bouvet Island and XIacquarie Island in 55" S. 

Now let us turn again to tlie dynaniical theory and apply 
the inequality test to i t ;  A reference to the figure will make it 
clear that wi th  the cones i n  quadraturc they will be'over and 
under 0, no matter wliat the nioon's declination may he, and 
so even Ivhcn she is i n  the direction I4 11  the large outer circle 
1' Q I" E will 'represent that of lowest water. A place on the 
parallel 11 \' .will when ,carried round by rotation cross tlic 
circle over P 0 P' and its continuation o n  the far side of the 
diagram at tlie same distance from tlic cones (now permanently 
located on the equator), and the tivo high waters will Iiavc equal 
elevation. 1 t . k  also evident tliat there will be no difference 
between the low waters at ? I  and 17.. On the parallel R 1V l i e  

similar result, qscept that the tides are smaller hcausc  
re farther fr6ni the apices of tlic 'cones. ' A  place situated 

on that parallel will have two similar low waters whcn i t  crosses 
th'e circle .qf greatest depression at R and IV, and two relatively 
hi$i waters which, while not attaining to mean level, \ d l  lje 
esactly equal in height. .. 

Briefli;, the cones and depressions would tmi-el sloi~l~* 
ropnd the equator. .as a place in any latitude overtakes them 
hy rotation-it must  pass each cone and depression at the sanie 
distance, and so there could be no inequality in  either rise o r  
fall, esccpt tlie infinitesinial amount due to change of declination. 
Thus there could be no Qiurnal inequality and no single..day 
tides, but we know that Nature produces both, and th!it the 
latter were described by Airy as f '  most remarkable," doubtless 
because by the theory he was advocating he could not account 
for them. Any of the objections that I have urged would bc a 
severe blow to the dynamical theory. Collectively they lend 
irresistibly to the conclusion that i t  is radically unsound, and 
so I claim to lia\.e proved the fourth of my contentions tha t  
the dynaniical theory is untenable. 

The same principles'apply to tlie production of solar tides, 
\lv\.hich, however, arc smaller owing to the much g:ea.tcr distance 
of the sun. IVhilst his total attraction largely exceeds that of 
the moon, i t  is evident that the diflcrcitle betkeen his attraction 

, on a particle on.the near side and one oy ,the ye#mote sitle.of tlir 
.ear+ will he less thav'in thr rase of the,'rn,op,, where this.differ- 
ence is that due to one-thirtieth of t h ~ : ~ v l i o l ~ ,  distane,  .and so 

' 

I 

* 
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THEORY OF THE TIDES. I349 

the tide-generating force is less. 'Two solar tidal cones are, 
however, fornied by the attraction or centripetal force of the sun 
and :he centrifugal force of the .earth in its revolution round the 
sun, or rather round tlieir common centre of gravity. These 
solar tides would be xell marked if .they stood alone, but as it 
is, they are principally ohserpable as increasing and reducing 
the larger tides raised by the moon. 

The earth goes round the sun in a .year, and the differential 
attraction of the sun and centrifugal force of. the earth in her 
annual orbit cause two solar tides.in a year a t  any.place on the 
earth. - The moon goes round the earth in a lunar mqnth and 
the attraction of the moon and centrifugal force of the earth in 
her.lunar monthly .orbit give two tides at each place in a lunar 
month.. These are the only tides that are raised, or to raise 
which there is any tidal force. Of these tn-enty-sis or twenty- 
seven in a year, the only.tides tnat we are conscious of are the 
twenty-four or twentp-five.raised by the moon. The solar tides 
move round .the earth with a velocity of a little over 24 miles 
per hour, which is not a great speed for a wave-like movement; 
the iiioon's tides have a velocity of some 334 miles per hour, 
in both cases along the equator. The rotation of the earth on- 
its asis carrying the surface water through these protuberances 
gives us our 728 solar tides, which are not noticed as separate 
tides, and our 7 O j  lunar tides, d i i c h  are noticed-and recorded 
in ou'r tide tables. If the lunar and solar tidal cones were fistures 
rotation kould give 730 of each in a year; but just as the navigator 
loses'a 'day'khen' sailing. rbund'thCI.\\-orld westmid so the sun 
a n n u a l l y . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ' ~ ~ ~ a i r  of tides, and"the moon ,going round the 
earth 123- -~m$s"h i  'a'year loses 2 j  tides, and there are.730 - - -2j  
or f o j  lunar tides in twelve months. * .The lunar cones travelling 
so much; faster than ' those. formed by. the -su'n, and all moving 
i.n the 'sanwdirection .as- the earth'is turning on its axis, any 
+Ten. place requires more time to be, carried ,by rotation from 
one lunar cone to the'other t1ian:'frorn .one. solar cone 'to the 
other. . Those'produced by the sun travelling rather more than 
30 miles along the eqiiator to the lunar 29, slowly ,but con- 
tinuously' overtake and'. pa& the. larger cones. When they 
are tokether and superimposed we have spring tides. When 
they are .half way between we liave neap tides. 

Axial rotation. . .  has. not the slightest influence on the tide- 
generating forces.. It makes no difference to the attractions of 
the s u n  and, moon that the'earth rotates: it'm;?lies no difference 
to the' centrifugal force of the earth in her orbit that the earth 

'rotates. It is upon these 'two forces alone that tide 'depends. 
'These forces alone raise the tides, and wodd continue to do so 
;even if rotation.were to cease. Rotation only carries the earth 
"' ' k i t h  its coating of water " through the tidal protuberances. 
' I t  has not had the very least part in producing them, and yet 
rgtatioq is treated, by every orthodox- tidal theorist from Laplace 

:onward  as^ i f  i t ,  like.re\;olution,,\~as a-t ide generator. . . 

. .  , .  , ' . ,  .. .,... . .  2 .  . : :  , , 
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